68802 pregnancies of women who returned one or all questionnaires 1, 3 and 4

- Excluded 4088 pregnancies of women who had failed to answer all questionnaires

64714 pregnancies

- Excluded 8977 pregnancies of women who participated with more than one pregnancy

55737 women

- Excluded 1310 women with multiple pregnancies

54427 women

- Excluded 493 women who had not answered to the abuse questions

53934 women

- Excluded 869 women who had missing on the PPD questions

53065 women for descriptive analyses in table 1

- Excluded 3864 women who had missing on the covariates in table 2

49201 women for main analyses in table 2

- Excluded 99 women who had missing values on variables in table 3

49102 women for analyses in table 3

- Excluded 186 women with missing values on variables in table 4

49015 women for analyses in table 4